
Build Your Character 
Here’s where you decide what kind of character you want to play. You’ll need a name and some stats 
(age, height, weight, etc.) Just fill out the blanks on your character sheet and you should be fine. It also 
helps to come up with some background information like hometown, education level, and personal 
history. 
  
Buy Abilities 
At the start of the game, each player has 125 Character Insight Points (or CIPs) to spend beefing up 
scores in abilities and skills. You will also use CIPs to purchase your edges later, but you need to start 
with your abilities. 
Ability scores range from 10 to 90. Naturally, higher is better and the score for the average human 
being is 50. Every CIP you spend in each of these areas will add five points to that score. So, an Agility 
score of 25 will cost 5 CIPs. Fill these scores into the Abilities section on your character sheet. 
  
Buy Skills 
Subtract the CIPs you spent on your Abilities from your total of 125, and that is the number you have 
left to spend on your skills. You can purchase any skill at one of six levels - Novice, Student, Teacher 
Expert, Master and Visionary. Each progressive level modifies your score, allowing your character to 
better use that skill, and as such, each level comes with its own price tag. Skills at the Novice and 
Student levels cost 1 CIP. Skills at the Teacher level cost 2 CIPs. Skills at the Expert level cost 3 CIPs. 
Skills at the Master Level cost 8 CIPs. Skills at Visionary level cost 10 CIPs. You must buy each level of 
skill in order to raise it. Skills progress as follows, Novice, Student, Teacher, Expert, Master, Visionary; 
so in order to reach a visionary skill level in a given skill at character creation it costs 25 CIPs (N= 1, S=1, 
T=2, E=3, M=8, V=10. 1+1+2+3+8+10 = 25). But be aware when purchasing levels in Martial Arts skills. 
Those cost double! (N,S=2, T=4, E= 6, M=16, V=20). List the skills and the corresponding levels you’ve 
chosen for your character into the Skills section of your character sheet. 
 
Skills come in two categories: Combat and Non-Combat. Each skill has its own formula for determining 
your character’s Base Score. You will then calculate your Final Score by adding the level modifiers to 
the Base Score.  
 
Buy Edges and Drawbacks 
By now, you’ve spent most, if not all, of your CIPs. You can use the rest to buy your character’s edges, 
qualities that make your character better than the rest. Out of CIPs? Modify your skills and abilities or 
just purchase drawbacks first. Drawbacks are negative character qualities that put your character at a 
disadvantage, and each one you choose to take adds a CIP to use somewhere else. List the edges and 
drawbacks you’ve chosen for your character into the Edges and Drawbacks sections on your character 
sheet. 
 
Buy Disciplines 
Disciplines are purchased the same way that Skills are with Novice, Student, Teacher, Expert, Master 
and Visionary Levels. See Above.  
  
Finish up your character 
Now that you’ve got your character mostly fleshed out, you’re ready to put the finishing touches onto 
the character sheet. This step can be a little tedious, so take it a step at a time. You’ll be done in no 
time! 
  



- Movement determines how far your character can move in a single turn. Figure and record 
movement using this equation: (AGL/3)+20 
  
- Sprinting speed is how far your character can travel in a single round while sprinting. Figure and 
record sprinting using this equation: (AGL+50) 
 
- Your unskilled melee score determines how well you can fight using a weapon for which your 
character does not have a skill. Figure and record this score using this equation: (STR+AGL)/4 
 
- The wounds box represents how many wounds your character can take before dying. Figure this 
number and fill in the corresponding number of boxes using this equation: (STR+STA)/4 
  
- Determine your character’s final skill scores by using the equation attached to each of the skills you 
chose. This will give you your character’s base skill score. Then you will need to apply the levels or 
modifiers (Student, Teacher, Master) you purchased earlier. 
Each skill level has a modifier as follows: N = +0%, S= +15%, T= +30%, E= +50%, M= +65%, V= +80% 
Novice = base + 0% 
Student = base + 15% 
Teacher = base + 30% 
Expert = base + 50% 
Master = base + 65% 
Visionary = base + 80% 
  
However, when adding up your final scores, keep in mind that your character’s Skill Score cannot be 
higher than double his base score no matter what level he has in that skill. For example, a Base Skill 
Score of 30 will only have a Final Skill score of 60. 
 
-Sensing the Unknown is the score a character uses to find out if someone or something from the 
Unknown is nearby. Figure and record this score using the equation (PCN/5) 
  
Lastly, figure your initiative by dividing your agility score by 10 (AGL/10). Any time you are asked to 
make an initiative roll, you will roll a d10 and then add this number to the result of the roll. 
 
Using Skills  
If you want your character to use a skill, you must roll a check using the appropriate skill score. When 
making a check, the number you are trying to roll is less than or equal to the target number – which is 
generally your skill level.   
 

Check Results  
Results are broken into categories as follows 
Low Result (L) – is any roll equal to or within 10% of the target number.  
Medium Result (M) – is any roll higher than half of the target number but isn’t an L result. 
High Result (H) – is any roll equal to or lower than half the target number but isn’t a C result. 
Colossal Result (C) – is any roll between 1 and 10% of the target number. 
A roll of 100 is an automatic failure. 
Called shots can be made but your target number is cut in half (fractions round down) 
 
Profession Templates start on Page 64 of the main Chill book and page 52 in the Chill Companion Book.  
  



Ability Descriptions 
Agility (AGL) - coordination and movement 
  
Dexterity (DEX) - quickness and hand-eye coordination 
  
Luck (LCK) - how lucky your character is 
  
Perception (PCN) - alertness to surroundings and quickness of reflexes 
  
Personality (PER) - impression your character makes on others 
  
Stamina (STA) - ability to take damage and level of endurance 
  
Strength (STR) - physical power 
  
Willpower (WPR) - fear, pain, and persuasion resistance 
 
Edges 

Edges cost 1 CIP each, but some can be bought more than once to give better modifiers. All edges that 
can be bought multiple times are indicated by an asterisk (*). 
  
Absolute Direction 
Ambidexterity 
Animal Empathy* 
Attractive* 
  
Connoisseur  
Concentration 
Courage* 
  
Disease Resistance* 
  
Eidetic Memory 
Equipment* 
Evil Sense 
 
Improved Stamina Recovery 
Improved Willpower Recovery 

Improved Wound Recovery 
Information Source* 
  
Keen Hearing* 
Keen Smell and Taste* 
Keen Vision* 
  
Night Vision 
  
Pet 
Premonition 
Privilege  
Poison Resistance 
 
Specialty* 
 
Wealth 

  



Drawbacks 

Drawbacks make your character (and the game) interesting. They range in value from 1 to 10 CIPs. 
Drawbacks that can be bought more than once are indicated with an asterisk (*). Some drawbacks are 
better when role-played by you. These will be marked with an exclamation mark (!). Remember that 
each drawback you take adds CIPs to your total to be used for abilities, skills and edges. Unused CIPs 
are automatically lost, so don’t let them go to waste! 
  
Age* 
-3 CIPs (per 5 years over 65, or per 2 years 
under 16)  
 Old characters: subtract 10 CIPs for every 5 
years over 65 from your Abilities Scores in any 
combination 
 Young characters: subtract 10 CIPs for every 2 
years under 16 from your Abilities Scores in any 
combination 
 
Addiction:  -2 to -5 CIPs (dependent upon 
severity) 
  
Blindness : -10 CIPs 
  
Cowardice*: -3 CIPs 
  
Crippled: - 3 or -5 CIPs (depending on severity) 
  
Curiosity!: -1 CIP 
  
Dependent: -1 to -3 CIPs (varies by the number 
of people dependent on you, ex. Wife, kids) 
  
Flashbacks: -2 CIPs  
 
Illiteracy: -2 CIPs  
 
Hunted: -2 to -5 CIPs (depends on the score of 
the creature hunting you) 
  
Impulsiveness!: -1 CIP 
 
One Arm: -3 CIPs 
  
One Hand: -2 CIPs 
  

Overconfidence!: -1 CIP 
 
Obsession: -1 to -4 CIPs (dependent upon 
severity)  
 
Outsider: -2 CIPs 
  
Phobia: -1, -2 or -5 CIPs (must be approved by 
CM, score will be assigned then) 
  
Poor: -1 CIP 
 
Poor Hearing: -2 CIPs 
  
Poor Night Vision: -1 CIP 
  
Poor Taste and Smell: -1 CIP 
  
Poor Vision: -2 CIPs 
  
Poor Vision (Correctable): -1 CIP 
 
Psychological Illness: -5 CIPs 
 
Psychological Flaw: -1 to -4 CIPs (dependent 
upon severity) 
 
Strange Appearance: -3 CIPs 
 
Split Personality: -5 CIPs (must create 2 
characters, each with this drawback) 
  
Weak Stomach: -3 CIPs 
 
Won’t Harm: -6 CIPs 
  
Won’t Kill: -3 CIPs 

  



Disciplines 
Disciplines of the Art are divided into schools or groups of related disciplines. If your character can perform one 
discipline in a school, his is able to learn the other disciplines in that school as well. Each school of the art has a 
different minimum basic ability requirement.  Disciplines cost Willpower to use.  
 
Communicative (PCN+PER)/3 – Must have a personality score of 60 or higher 
Clairvoyant/Prescient Dream  
Telepathic Empathy 
Telepathic Sending  
 
Incorporeal (PCN+STA)/3 – Must have a Stamina Score of 60 or higher 
Incorporeal Attack 
Leave the Body 
Send Apparition 
Séance 
 
Protective (PCN+LCK)/3 – Must have a Luck Score of 60 or higher 
Mental Shield 
Raise Perception 
Sphere of Protection 
 
Restorative (PCN+STR)/3 – Must have a Strength score of 60 or higher 
Feat of Strength 
Restore Stamina 
Restore Willpower 
 
*Advanced Disciplines of the Arts exist also. They have additional requirements in order to qualify for them. 
These requirements include having all the Basic Disciplines of the art at Master level or above skill rating and 
additional Ability requirements. 
 
Communicative (PCN+PER)/3 – Must have a perception and  personality scores of 70 or higher 
Establish Rapport 
Contact Multiple Minds 
Telepathic Image  
 
Incorporeal (PCN+STA)/3 – Must have a Perception ans Stamina Scores of 70 or higher 
Ghostly Voice 
Incorporeal Manipulation 
Tantrum 
 
Protective (PCN+LCK)/3 – Must have a Perception and Luck Scores of 70 or higher 
Personal Focus 
Raise Dexterity 
Impenetrable Sphere 
 
Restorative (PCN+STR)/3 – Must have a Perception and Strength scores of 70 or higher 
Burst of Speed 
Restore Wounds 
Whole Body 
  



Using Character Insight Points (CIPs) 
 

1. To Increase Ability Scores. 
1 CIP = 2 points  (new ability score is between 1-90) 
Max of 4 points per Ability per episode conclusion. (no more than 2 CIP per Ability) 
5 CIPs = 1 point (new ability score is between 90-100) 
Max of 5 CIPs per ability per episode conclusion (no more than 5 CIPs per Ability) 

 
2. Buy New Skills  

Cost = 1 CIP 
Can only go as high as a Novice level  

 
3. Increase Skills 

Novice to Student =  1 CIP 
Student to Teacher = 2 CIPs 
Teacher to Expert = 3 CIPs 
Expert to Master =  8 CIPs 
Master to Visionary = 10 CIPs 
Cannot raise more than one level per episode 

 
4. Sensing the Unknown  

1 CIP = 1 Point 
Cannot be increased by more than two per episode 

 
5. Unskilled Melee 

2 CIPs =1 point 
Cannot be increased more than two per episode 
 

6. Disciplines 
Primary Discipline 
Novice to Student =  1 CIP 
Student to Teacher = 2 CIPs 
Teacher to Expert = 3 CIPs 
Expert to Master =  8 CIPs 
Master to Visionary = 10 CIPs 
 
Second Discipline 
Novice to Student =  2 CIP 
Student to Teacher = 4 CIPs 
Teacher to Expert = 6 CIPs 
Expert to Master =  16 CIPs 
Master to Visionary = 20 CIPs 
 
Third Discipline 
Novice to Student =  3 CIP 
Student to Teacher = 6 CIPs 
Teacher to Expert = 9 CIPs 
Expert to Master =  24 CIPs 
Master to Visionary = 30 CIPs 
Cannot raise more than one level per episode 

  


